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WELCOME
The News Capsule is a
bi-semesterly ASP-sponsored
newsletter. We always
welcome suggestions or
comments about how to
improve the newsletter. If you
have any ideas or if
you would like to submit
an article, please e-mail
us at:
newscapsule@googlegroups.com

Your editors,

Vivian Lee,
Diane Suen,
Christine Vo,
Carmen Chung,
Veronica Lai,
Stephanie Tu
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Barrett Smith
APhA-ASP VP of Professional Affairs

We’ve been planning for months.
We’ve mobilized a massive portion of
the student body. We’ve expanded our
footprint to include much of Northern
California. Now we are ready for
American Pharmacists Month!
October is an extremely busy time for
us, but we are ready to rise to the
challenge. The Thomas J. Long School
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences will
conduct eleven health fairs from
Modesto to San Francisco where we

4-5

expect to see in excess of a thousand
patients. We kick off right here in
Stockton with the YMCA-Phi Delta
Chi Health Fair and we will finish the
month in Lodi. Each year, American
Pharmacists Month represents a
chance for student pharmacists to
maximize our outreach efforts in
support of a national campaign.
However, I’ve recently asked myself,
“Why do we do community outreach?”
First, outreach is an opportunity to
apply what we learn in class in
addition to fulfilling a curricular
requirement. Each health fair allows
ASP (Continued on page 2)

ASCP-Pacific Gets a New Makeover
Kenny Cheng
ASCP VP & Co-chair of Public Relations

Section II

Pharmacy School
Committees

October is a HUGE Month!

It’s the start of another school
year, and with a new school year
means new events, new faces, and
new machines! ASCP-Pacific
continues its venture to service
various communities through
numerous health fairs. In fact, the
organization has over 100 hours of
planned outreach in the fall semester
alone, with only twelve of these in
conjunction with the school’s Medicare
Part D Outreach Program. ASCPPacific is also teaming up with various
organizations such as Phi Delta Chi,
Rho Pi Phi, and Sutter Health Tracy
Community Hospital, to name a few.
These events would be impossible

without enlisting the help of our
newly chosen Project Managers,
Daniel Lum and Robin Yu. Daniel and
Robin are both very avid in promoting
the pharmacy profession, and they
will be assisting with many of the
health fairs this semester. Many of
you will be seeing their faces more
often, as they will be setting up
services at health fairs, supervising
and training volunteers, and
providing bone mineral density
screening training to all the first year
students in Dr. Galal’s practicum.
ASCP-Pacific is also pleased to
announce that we now have two bone
mineral density machines. Thank you
to the faculty and donors who have
made this possible, and we know that
ASCP (Continued on page 3)
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us to practice our clinical skills on
live participants with their own
circumstances and complications.
Second, our outreach efforts are a
chance to give back to the
community.
As
health
professionals, we commit
ourselves to the betterment of
society, specifically to our
communities. By taking on the
significant burden of a
professional education, we agreed
to apply our extensive knowledge
to helping others. Third and most
importantly, we display our
considerable clinical skill at
health fairs and expand public

News Capsule
understanding of our profession.
Most people are somewhat
unaware of the depth of our
knowledge and our extensive
training. Through valuable
screenings, education, and
consultation, we help the
community better understand
both their own health and the
significant role a pharmacist can
play in their health management.
Getting out into the community
reinforces not only the
pharmacist’s, but also the student
pharmacist’s, position as the most
accessible
health
care
professional.
I would be remiss if I failed to
mention the ASP professional
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committees. Planning health fairs
is a major undertaking but the
professional committees are
“down in the trenches” as it were.
They are the ones who provide
extra training for volunteers,
organize those volunteers, and
coordinate efforts with each other
and the organizations. Many
committees work hard to improve
efficiency, maximize the number
of patients seen, and make the
health fair experience an
enjoyable one for the community.
The ASP committees have really
taken the reins on Pacific
pharmacy outreach and they are
steering us toward an amazing
month!

CSHP BBQ: Keeping It Hot During the
Fall Semester!
Camille Camargo
CSHP-Pacific Secretary

California Society of Health
System Pharmacists is one of the
biggest organizations in school,
and with the recent membership
drive, CSHP became even bigger.
Boasting a staggering number of
more than 450 members, CSHPPacific continues to grow
stronger.
“The Fall 2011 CSHP-Pacific
and ASHP Membership Drive was
a huge success. Many thanks to
the board members for all of their
support and for clearly
communicating to potential
members about the benefits of
membership. Most importantly,
thanks to the students who joined
or renewed their membership.”
says Nichole Saqueton, CSHP
Membership Chair.
CSHP-Pacific tried to meet
the growing interest from
students in health systems
pharmacy by starting the year

with the CSHP Day and Welcome
Back BBQ. The annual event was
held this year on September 6 and
featured many speakers: Dr. Jon
Hashimoto from San Joaquin
General Hospital Inpatient
Pharmacy, Dr. Jason Bandy from
UC Davis Ambulatory Care, Dr.
Nicholas Baker - a Managed Care
Resident
from
Kaiser
Permanente, and Megan
Blackwell and Phillip Swanger
from CSHP Headquarters. The
CSHP pharmacists talked to the
students about their involvement
during school as a CSHP member,
their continued membership with
CSHP after graduation, and the
benefits of their membership.
Topics such as residencies, roles
of CSHP in the pharmacy
profession, and the continuous
expansion of health systems
pharmacy were discussed.
Students were also treated with
delicious food prepared by the
CSHP-Pacific board members.
During the event, first year
students Calvin Kung and

Danielle Castillo won the
drawing for free CSHP
memberships.
With no signs of slowing down,
CSHP-Pacific held its first
general body meeting where
CSHP-Pacific President Tracy Joy
King talked about the upcoming
goals and events. CSHP-Pacific
participated in the YMCA-PDC
health fair and CSHP-Golden
Gate Health Fair and will
collaborate with Dr. Patel’s
Medicare Part D class in offering
blood pressure screenings and
much more. The upcoming CSHP
Seminar in Anaheim certainly
increased the excitement of the
meeting.
During the meeting, CSHPPacific also awarded Michael
Shioji the 2011 CSHP Member of
the Year Award. The award is
presented to honor one CSHP
student pharmacist member at
each of the CSHP Student
Chapters who has made
CSHP (Continued on page 3)
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CSHP (Continued from page 2)

outstanding contributions to the
CSHP Student Chapter.
If you are interested in
hearing more about CSHPPacific,
then
visit
http://www.pacific.cshp.org or add
us on Facebook. We appreciate
you!

Membership Chair Nichole Saqueton
enjoys a nice afternoon in CSHP
Welcome Back BBQ with CSHP
members .
Photo by Nichole Saqueton

ASCP (Continued from page 1)

this will greatly relieve the
demand from our patients, as well
as address our patients needs in a
speedy manner.
In addition to new equipment,
ASCP-Pacific has revamped its
MUST (Medication Use Safety
Training for Seniors) Program and
presentation. With the help of Dr.
Woelfel, the new presentation has
been truncated from its previous
version. We intend to provide an
individual, personalized service
for MUST by offering one-on-one
presentations to our listeners via
either our tablets or iPads. This
gives us more room to address
individual patient concerns and
needs with regards to the patient’s
medications, dietary supplements,
or herbal remedies. We are truly
ecstatic to test out the new
program and see its impact on our
patients.
We also had the privilege of
having Dr. Lee Meyer to start off
our list of guest speakers in line
for this semester. As the former
ASCP President, he gave our
students a taste of what ASCP is
like on the national level, what it

does, and the services that it can
provide to students.
With a fun-filled semester
coming along, sometimes we all
need a quick break to catch our
breath. What better way to
celebrate than with our upcoming
membership social at Tutti Frutti?
We hope to see our beloved

members there, as we kick off the
year and celebrate what seems to
be the end of the summer
Stockton heat!

Photo by Ailam Huynh

ASCP-Pacific President Lamont Vuong presents guest speaker Dr. Lee Meyer with
a parting gift.

News Capsule
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New Beginning for IPSF

Your new IPSF co-chairs!

Marlyn Nicolas
IPSF 2nd Year Co-Chair

In the past years, the
International Pharmaceutical
Students’ Federation has been
run by the usual four co-chairs—
two second year students and two
first year students. Well, we’ve
upgraded, and incredibly so!
We’ve added five new Project
Managers to help run our bigger
projects throughout the year such
as Pacific Without Borders, the
Gleason House (a homeless
clinic), and the Student Exchange
Program.
Furthermore, as a
result of an election held during
IPSF’s World Congress this past
August in Thailand, we now have

Photo by Joe Mishreki

three Pacific students on the Pan
American Regional Office board of
IPSF who represent North,
Central, and South America. As a
result, for the first time here at
Pacific, IPSF is led and influenced
by more than 10 qualified and
passionate student leaders.
We would like to expand
IPSF’s presence here on campus
by holding some of the events
held last year and incorporating
new ones this year. We also aim
to engage the interest of the prepharmacy students on main
campus. This past September, we
held two events—our Introduction
Meeting and World Congress
Student Presentation. D u r i n g
the Introduction Meeting, we
introduced our new IPSF leaders

and talked about who we are,
what we do, and how the students
could get involved. We received a
positive response from a good
amount of students in their
interest to help with our projects!
Two days later, we had our
World Congress Student
Presentation two days later. At
this event, the nineteen students
who attended IPSF’s World
Congress put together a slideshow
and a video to portray our time in
Hat Yai, Thailand. We talked
about making Thai herbal
medicine, participating in
workshops on topics such as
tuberculosis and diabetes,
participating in a live anti-tobacco
campaign on the streets of
Thailand, and making new
friends from all over the world!
Dr. Norton, Dr. Venderova, and
many pharmacy and prepharmacy students were in
attendance. We felt the growing
excitement from the students,
especially by the end of the
presentation when we began to
talk about the next World
Congress in Egypt!
We hope that you attend our
upcoming events found on the
ASP website and take advantage
of the multiple opportunities we
offer to learn about the world
around you. As St. Augustine
once said, “The world is a book
and those who do not travel read
only one page.”

Exciting Fall Semester!
Jaclyn DeStefano
NCPA VP Public Relations

NCPA-Pacific had an exciting
last couple of months. We are very
proud to congratulate our faculty
advisor Dr. Ed Sherman for being

selected as the National
Community
Pharmacists
Association’s outstanding faculty
liaison of the year! This great
accomplishment is the first for all of
California. Dr. Sherman will be
recognized at the NCPA’s Annual
Convention in Nashville,

Tennessee. In addition under Dr.
Sherman’s guidance, Pacific’s team
was selected as one of the top ten
finalists for the 2011 Good
Neighbor Pharmacy Pruitt-Schutte
Student Business Plan competition.
NCPA will have many
NCPA (Continued on page 5)
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Top Eight Teams in ACCP Clinical Challenge
Xiao Wen (Lisa) Jiang
& Abby Kurtz
NCCCP 1st Year Co-Chairs
Northern California College of
Clinical Pharmacy (NCCCP) is very
happy to announce that a team of
three pharmacy students will be
representing University of the
Pacific in the upcoming American
College of Clinical Pharmacy
(ACCP) Clinical Challenge in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania during
the ACCP Annual Conference. The
ACCP Clinical Challenge is a
national competition that takes
place annually at the ACCP Annual
Meeting. It is a team based student
competition against other pharmacy
school students from across the

country in a ‘quiz-bowl” type
competition focused on topics in
clinical pharmacy. We hosted the
preliminary four online rounds on
campus.
Jerline Hsin ‘12, Ian Ford ‘12
and Ryan Conrad ‘12, represented
Pacific in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
this year from October 15 to 17. As
a team, they advanced through four
online rounds that took place
between September 8 to 16 this
year. Our team was one of the top
eight teams in the country and was
invited to Pittsburgh to participate
in the live competition. This is a
great accomplishment and greatly
demonstrates the clinical expertise
that Pacific students have. We
would like to thank Dr. William
Kehoe, Dr. Dana Nelson, and Dr.

Rajul Patel for assisting us with the
online rounds. Congrats to Jerline,
Ian and Ryan for their outstanding
performance at ACCP!
On September 19, NCCCP
hosted our first speaker event on
campus. We invited Dr. Kehoe,
current ACCP President and our
faculty advisor, to speak about the
c r e d en t i al s a n d ce rti f ic a t e s
available to pharmacists. He
addressed the importance of
residencies and explored Board of
Pharmacy Specialties, including
how students can prepare for their
future careers. We had a large
turnout of first, second and third
year pharmacy students and
provided them with additional
resources after the speaker event.
NCCCP supports the advancement
of clinical pharmacy and we hope to
have future events that will help
introduce students to clinical
pharmacy.
As October approaches, NCCCP
co-chairs are putting the last
minute touches in preparing for
Medicare Part D health fairs. We
will be attending the majority of the
health fairs and providing two
services to the community:
screenings for asthmatic and COPD
patients and medication waste
education. We hope to see you all at
the upcoming health fairs.

Photo by Lisa Jiang

Dr. Kehoe at our first speaker event

NCPA (Continued from page 4)

d i s ti n g u i sh e d sp e ak er s an d
pharmacy events during the fall
semester. These are unique
opportunities to learn about
community pharmacies and the
operations behind the scene from
some of the best in the field. Our
first speaker was Dana B. Nelson,
RPh, MS, FASCP, who is the

Assistant Clinical Professor and
Chair of Good Neighbor Pharmacy
Entrepreneurial Pharmacy Practice
Program as well as a successful
owner and entrepreneur of his
pharmacy in San Luis Obispo. Dana
Nelson will work closely with NCPA
this year to promote emerging
career opportunities in independent
and compounding pharmacy for
students. We are also honored to

have Joseph Shoneff, Vice
President of Sales Operations form
Valley Wholesale Drug Co. INC,
and Donald Anderson, President
and CEO of IPC, share valuable
insight about pharmacy and the
future of our profession. We look
forward to an exciting semester
filled with great events.

News Capsule
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SECTION II
Pharmacy School Committees

It’s a Busy Semester for ACSC
Amanda Hall
ACSC 2nd Year Co–Chair

So far, the fall semester
has been a busy one for the cochairs of American Cancer
Society Committee. We have
two new first year co-chairs
who are very creative and
excited to work hard in
educating various populations
on prevention and early
detection of cancer. We are
now in the month of October,
which is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. We are
taking the opportunity this

Section II
American Cancer Society
Alternative and
Integrative Medicine

6-7
6, 8-9

American Lung
Association

7

Children’s Awareness
Committee

8

Drug Awareness
Committee

9

Operation Diabetes

10

Operation Heart

11

Operation Heartburn

12

Rotations

11

VN CARES

13

month
to
participate
in
several functions,
including
the
“Making Strides
Against
Breast
Cancer Walk” in
Sacramento.
Along
with
the leaders of the
V N C a r e s
committee,
we
will raise and
donate money for
our team towards
Breast
Cancer
Research.

Photo by Kristina Benson

2nd year co-chair Amanda Hall educating teens on
how to give themselves monthly breast
examinations

ACSC (Continued on page 7)

The Birth of AIMRx—
Newest ASP Committee
Diane Suen
AIMRx 2nd Year Co-Chair

AIMRx [pronounced aim- RX], which stands for Alternative
and Integrative Medicine
Committee, was founded last year
by a group of pharmacy students.
Co-founders Sean Chu, Laura
Hwang, Victoria Lee, Anil Mallya,
Kelly Nesseth, and Diane Suen
recognized the need for our
community to be better educated
on the safe use of natural
products as well as the necessity
for pharmacy students to expand

their knowledge of alternative
medicine use. “[The University of
the Pacific] has a strong program
in Western medicine, but our
curriculum lacks in alternative
medicine.
Many patients,
especially those in the poorer
communities, rely heavily on
herbal treatments. I feel that as
future pharmacists, we need to
better equipped ourselves in
order to better serve our
patients,” shares second year cochair Victoria Lee. In accordance
with the mission of AIMRx, we
AIMRX (Continued on page 8)
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Photo by Amanda Hall

1st year co-chair Kristina Benson educating a patient on the importance of
monthly self-breast examinations
ACSC (Continued from page 6)

We will also be hosting our
2nd annual “Pink Party”. All
proceeds from this event will

go towards our team for
“Relay for Life” this upcoming
Spring. In November, ACSC
will join in the nationwide

PAGE 7

celebration
of
“Mr.
Movember”. Similar to
October being Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, November
is dedicated to raising
awareness about cancer in
men. ACSC will raise
awareness amongst our
pharmacy students on campus
about how early detection can
greatly help men in beating
testicular and prostate cancer.
So far, ACSC has attended
a very large and successful
health fair sponsored by the
YMCA. We educated patients
about prevention and early
detection of breast, colon,
prostate, and testicular
cancer. We look forward to
this upcoming year, and are
excited about the opportunity
to share our knowledge of
cancer with our patients and
colleagues.

ALA Takes a Deep Breath Before an Ambitious Year
Nathan Wong
ALA 2nd Year Co-Chair

This year, the American
Lung Association plans to
attend more health fairs and
host bigger events than ever
before. With the addition of
first year co-chairs Tina Le
and Nicole Dinh, and project
managers Vivian Lee and
Candace Chan, we are poised
to tackle more ambitious
projects than those of last
year. Our main goal is to
represent
our
school,
committee, and cause as
professionally
and
dynamically as we can.
A big part of reaching
that goal is in collaborating

with other committees and
organizations at health fairs
and events in order to make a
bigger impact. Our first joint
effort will be with NCCCP
with asthma screenings and
proper inhaler usage at
several health fairs. With
their help, we can aid those
with asthma in a more
practical and efficient way.
Our second partnership is
with IPSF for an Anti-Tobacco
campaign in November.
Because we are often limited
by our small membership and
resources, we are very
grateful for these two
organizations and their
leaders and advisors for giving
us these opportunities.

This Fall we will also host
a few events ourselves. We
hope to assist our fellow
students with Smoking
Cessation Counseling training
and Pulmonary Device
training before their practical
assessments in class by
hosting workshops. In
addition, we aim to raise
awareness for lung health by
petitioning during the main
campus Annual Safe Trick or
Treat event, and by spreading
information on Lung Cancer
Awareness Day.
Overall, we are very
excited for our upcoming
projects and involvements for
this school year!
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After School Fun with CAC!
Janet Cranfield
CAC 2nd Year Co-Chair

With the new school year
upon us, the Children’s
Awareness Committee is
excited to get involved with
the Stockton community! We
have several events that we
are anticipating this year. We
are excited to have our new
first year co-chairs, Janine
Lastimosa and Kenneth
Wang. They are a great
addition to our committee and
we anticipate that they will
help us continue the tradition
and legacy that the Children’s
Committee has obtained.
The most recent event
that we are planning for are
the after school programs
which will start in October. At
these events we want to teach
the kids about nutrition and
the importance of staying
AIMRX (Continued from page 6)

hope to focus on the following
three projects this year.
First, we plan to attend
health fairs to educate
patients on the safe selection
of herbal supplements based
on label regulations.
As
supplements do not require
the stringent FDA approval
that many drugs go through,
there are often false “copycat”
products on the market,
especially from countries
outside of the United States.
In addition to training
patients to look out for
falsified claims or products, we
also hope to encourage
patients to talk to their doctor

Photo by Janet Cranfield

Kids excited to answer questions at an after school event.

healthy and active. The
teachers as well as the
students enjoy the various
topics that we teach them, and

it is always a fun learning
experience for everyone
involved.

or pharmacist about their use
of natural products or
supplements. Many patients
have the misconception that
because their supplements are
natural, they are completely
safe to use. In reality, there
are potentially serious side
effects and drug interactions
with many of these substances.
While we are unable to
share
knowledge
on
pharmacologic treatment of
diseases with the public, we
have more freedom on
presenting these topics to
pharmacy students. Our
second project—led by Anil
Mallya—focuses on educating
pharmacy students on

alternative medicine through a
new lecture series each
semester.
AIMRx hopes to
bring in guest speakers from
various local alternative
medicine practices.
In addition, we are in the
process of planning a potential
joint medicinal herbal
workshop with Rho Pi Phi and
IPSF.
Lastly, Sean Chu and
Laura Hwang lead our third
and most intensive project of
composing
an
herbal
equivalent of the Beer’s List.
This project, which is titled
“Pacific List” or nicknamed the
“Tiger List” by Dr. Woelfel,
AIMRX (Continued on page 9)
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In With the New
Alyssa Hobby
DAC 2nd Year Co-Chair

The beginning of the
school year was an exciting
time as it consisted of DAC
picking our new co-chairs. It
was a very exciting process
and we are extremely anxious
to get started on some projects
with our newest members,
Lauren Epperson and Daniel
Kim. Currently, we are
working on presenting
Generation Rx at Lincoln High
School and also setting up
GERMS presentations with
the local elementary schools.

This semester
we will focus
more on
presentations
while
next
semester we
will be
planning
Medication
R e v i e w
events.
We
are
looking
Photo by Nancy Du
forward
to New first year co-chair, Daniel Kim, with second-year coOctober as it is chairs Alyssa Hobby (left) and Nancy Du (right).
American
Pharmacist’s Month and Red a perfect time for our
Ribbon Week falls in this committee to promote drug
month as well, which makes it awareness.

chairs Vittoria
Ledesma and
involves
extensive
Christine Yah
research of medical
also joined our
databases for potential
expanding
drug
reactions
group.
Aside
especially
in
the
from
leading
geriatric
population.
various AIMRx
With the insight of our
projects
they
faculty advisor Dr.
will
most
Norton and professor
importantly be
Dr.
Woelfel,
this
continuing the
project
has
great
legacy
of
prospects to benefit the
AIMRx.
medical
community.
Vittoria
While
we
are
comments,
Photo by Alex Vu
currently at the early
“AIMRx
is
stages of research, AIMRx co-chairs: Vittoria Ledesma, Diane Suen, Victoria Lee, and
important
to
AIMRx
hopes
to Christine Yah
me because I'll
eventually share and
get to learn
publish this list to the public.
education poster on replacing more about alternative and
As
a
b l o s s o m i n g salt with herbs and spices in integrative medicine. I'm
committee, AIMRx can use all the DASH diet. They hope to excited for the health fairs and
the help that we can get. bring this poster to future for getting our name out
Second year Project Managers health fairs to educate the there.”
Stephanie Chen and Angela community on the many
Look out for us at the
Wong will be designing and nonpharmacologic benefits of upcoming health fairs and for
creating our newest patient herbs. Recently first year co- emails from us!
AIMRX (Continued from page 8)
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New Year, New Faces, New Ideas
Manda Tien
OD 2nd Year Co-Chair

After
a
month
of
informative presentations,
resume reviews and individual
interviews, Operation Diabetes
Committee welcomes two new
faces
to
the
team.
Congratulations to Burke
Hudson and Sharene Manneh
on becoming Operation
Diabetes first year co-chairs!
Following the Co-Chair
Welcome Dinner on Friday,
September 23, the two
immediately had a chance to
demonstrate their leadership
skills at our first event of the
year: the Step Out Diabetes
Walk at the State Capitol. We

had over 100 students show
up, all wearing their orange
polo shirts to represent
Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences
and Operation Diabetes. The
orange army walked to raise
awareness
and,
more
importantly, raised over $1000
towards diabetes research!

Upcoming events this
semester include the 13
Medicare Part D events
scheduled throughout October
and November. In addition to
participating in health fairs,
Operation Diabetes hopes to
expand the local community’s
knowledge on the dangers of
diabetes as well.

Right: Group of Pacific students
getting ready to walk.
Photo by Sharene Manneh

Left: These students are pumped and
ready to set out!
Photo by Sharene Manneh
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Starting Off the New Year
Renae Minnema
Operation Heart 1st Year Co-Chair

A new year has begun
here at Pacific, which has
brought some exciting changes
to Operation Heart. First off,
we welcome our two 1st year
co-chairs, Radha Changela and
Renae Minnema. Radha is a
UC Berkeley graduate who
majored in Nutrition ScienceDietetics. She thoroughly
impressed us with her energy
for Operation Heart and we
are excited to have her on the
committee. Renae majored in
Biology-Chemistry at Point
Loma Nazarene University,
and we are thrilled to be
working with her as well. Due
to the huge volume of events
that OH participates in, this
year we have also added three
2nd year project managers to

our team: Alex Hall, Han
Duong, Daniel Salas. All three
of these students showed great
leadership at health-care
outreach events last year and
we are thankful to be working
with them.
Operation Heart is
dedicated to educating the
surrounding communities
about what it means to be
heart-healthy. We offer both
cholesterol and blood pressure
screenings to those who come
to our events and educate our
patients on their results.
During the consultations, we
advise our patients on ways
they can lower both their blood
pressure and cholesterol by
slight modifications in their
physical exercise and diet.
This year, we have already
screened over 90 patients at
the YMCA-PDC Health Fair,

and we are excited to be able to
serve more patients in the
near future. During the month
of October alone, we will be
offering screenings at eight
different health fairs. Most of
these are Medicare Part D
events and we are eager to be
able to serve and educate the
elderly in our community. We
are also excited for our
outreach event on November
19th which allows us to
provide different screenings at
three barber shops in Stockton.
These events are always fun
and we enjoy getting to really
interact with our patients.
Overall, Operation Heart has a
busy semester ahead of us, but
we could not be more thrilled
to bring our services and
knowledge to the patients in
Stockton and the surrounding
communities.

Fall 2011: Full of Changes for Rotations Committee
Jon Schmidt
Rotations 2nd Year Co-Chair

This month has been full
of changes for the Rotations
Committee. Amy and I spent
two weeks interviewing all of
our applicants for first year cochair positions, making our
decisions, and bringing them
up to speed on what our
committee does. We are happy
to announce that we have
selected Natalie Hajian and
Khanh Nguyen as our ’11-‘12
first
year
co-chairs;
congratulations to you both!
We will dearly miss our outgoing 2nd year co-chairs, Ben

Wang and Michelle Nunes, but second year class know.
we wish them much success in
their
future
endeavors.
Over the next
several weeks we
will be meeting
with
our
new
faculty
advisor
and
his
new
administrative
assistant,
Dr.
Shek and E.Ann
Sica, to firm up
the details about
our fall event. As
Photo by Mika Bhakta
information
The ’11-’12 Rotations Committee Co-Chairs; (left
becomes available
to right) Khanh Nguyen, Amy Kurian, Natalie
we will let the
Hajian, Jon Schmidt.
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Operation Heartburn Welcomes New Additions
Dina Hoang

cope with problems that may
arise.”
OH 2nd Year Co-Chair
Shawlien Lie: “I believe that
dedication, compassion, and
A new school year brings
commitment
are
very
new faces to the Heartburn
important attributes to have
Family. After interviewing a
when you want to enter any
group of well qualified
health profession.
As a
candidates, we like welcome
pharmacy student, I genuinely
our first year co-chairs: Chris
want to help others in
Park and Suah Kang and our
receiving the best care in the
Project Managers: Kimberly
world, and to ensure that the
Kwok and Shawlien Lie. Let’s
continuity of patient care does
get to know them a little
not end when patients leave
better:
the doctor's office or the
Chris Park: “My best quality is
hospital.”
that I have a drive and
Along with new members,
sympathy.
Being
born
Operation Heartburn has
premature and living in
plenty of events to organize.
hospital half of my life, I have
First, we plan to have two
compassion to the sick. This
Operation Heartburn training
gives me the drive to reach out
sessions in October to better
to others whether it is health
prepare our volunteers when
fair or other outreach events
they are serving patients in
and do what I can in my power
the community. We will
also be working on our
Annual Autumn Health
Fair with the American
Lungs
Association
Committee.
One of the
main events that we will be
focusing on is GERD week,
which will take place in
middle of November. With
more hands to help out and
a burning passion to
prevent heartburn, we
hope to expand our events,
collaborate with more
committees, and increase
patient education and
heartburn screening. Be
on
the
lookout
for
opportunities
to
get
Photo by Marlyn Nicolas
involved because Operation
Heartburn
Committee
Operation Heartburn Co-Chairs Dina Hoang, Chris Park, Suah Kang, and Joe
needs your assistance to
Mishreki are excited to present about their Operation Heartburn Committee to
help accomplish their
freshmen at the Pre-pharmacy Orientation.
goals.
to inform and help people
through the problems and
diseases.”
Suah Kang: “My strongest
quality would definitely be my
determination which has
allowed me to accomplish and
reach my goals. I am prepared
to not have everything go
smoothly and easily, but more
so than that, I am prepared to
tackle these obstacles with so
much determination and
passion that the goal will be
reached
despite
the
hindrances.”
Kimberly Kwok: “People know
me for being innovative and
always thinking out of the box.
I am also driven, motivated,
and have a strong passion for
pharmacy. I also have the
ability to time manage, speak
in front of large crowds and
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Welcome to the Family
Lac-Thu Ho
VNCares Publicity Officer

The start of a new school
year marks a new start for the
officers of VNCARES as we
welcome our first year cochairs and officers. VNCARES
stands for Vietnamese Cancer
Awareness, Research and
Education Society.
The
[University of the Pacific]
Pharmacy Graduate Chapter
was founded in 2007, also with
chapters at UC Davis,
[University of the Pacific]
u n de r g rad u a te an d t h e
California Northstate College
of Pharmacy. The purpose of
VNCARES is to promote cancer
awareness, knowledge, and
preventative care in the
Vietnamese
community
through health fairs, health
screening events, educational
information and many other
health care related services.
We also create opportunities
for students interested in the
health field to gain experience

and work in the community.
One of our main events we
have planned this semester is
the fall health fair that will
likely be held in the end of
October at the Vietnamese
Martyrs
Church
in
Sacramento. As soon as all the
details are finalized, we will
send an invitation to the
different committees on
campus to attend the events, as
well as publicize the event to
the communities.
When first year co-chairs
are asked about what their
goals are for VNCARES,
Chrissy Go replied, “My goal
for VNCARES is to help
educate the underrepresented
groups of the community about
cancer, such as the Vietnamese
population, so that they can
live
longer,
healthier
lives.” Anne Huynh answered,
“Dean Oppenheimer wishes to
see the school's health fairs
expand in terms of patients
served at each outreach event;
this, too, is my goal. A lot of

Photo by Chris Chang

VNCARES officers (from left): Peter Lai, Katie Duong, Camille Camargo, Long
Vo, Mai Tran, Lac-Thu Ho, Tina Tran, Bryan Lam, Chris Chang, Lana
Nguyen, Tien Tran, Christina Go, Anne Huynh, and Lynne Nghiem

hard work goes into organizing
each health fair so in order
maximize efficiency, my goal is
for VNCARES and our
volunteers to perform and
function in the best possible
manner with the least waste of
time and effort. This means
providing patients with all the
screenings we are capable of
offering which include: bloodglucose screenings, cholesterol
screening, blood pressure
screening,
bone-density
screening, cancer screening as
well as influenza vaccinations
if we are in flu season. I would
also like to see each health fair
highly publicized so we can
bring in as many patients as
possible”.
Here is some advice from
the second year co-chairs
Bryan Lam and Tina Tran:
“When setting up a health fair,
take it slow. In our minds, we
think that there a billion of
tasks to complete to make sure
that everything runs smoothly.
Anxiety builds up inside us,
and we can eventually go nuts.
However, if you prepare for a
health fair one-step-at-a-time,
not only will you be successful,
but you will also enjoy
performing your duties.
In
addition, communicate with
the board and never hesitate to
ask for help and work hard as a
team”.
I would like to congratulate
and welcome the first year
officers to our VNCARES
family and we hope you will
enjoy your experience and use
your determination, creativity,
and passion to better the future
of VNCARES.
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SECTION III
Professional Pharmacy Greek Organizations
BBQing and Ice Cream Sundaes!
Amy Kurian

Section III
PFC
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KY
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PFC President

PFC started off this year with
a whole new event: PFC Campus
Cookout. VP Robert Gapuz
organized a potluck BBQ hoping
to orchestrate a unified effort
between all four pharmacy
fraternities. Other than the
standard burgers and hot dogs,

the fraternities donated spam
musubi, brownies, potato salad
and snack mix. First years were
invited to eat and mingle with
fraternities members. It was a
great event and we hope it
continues in the future.
In late September PFC
Showcase continued for another
year providing freshman prePFC (Continued on page 15)

The Boys are Back in Town
Jarrett Chang

KY Historian

As a new semester begins,
brothers of Kappa Psi have one
thing on their mind: Wednesday
dinners at The Graduate. Every
Wednesday, we head to The
Graduate after our chapter
meeting and feast on either a
juicy 8oz rib-eye steak with some
fries on the side, or one of their
other delicious dishes. This is
time we allot each week within
our busy schedules for all of our
brothers to bond over a warm
meal and tell stories.
On Septermber 9, we held our
annual Red Rager social in the
Pharmacy courtyard. As the first
social event on campus, it was a
great way to kick off the new
school year. Pharmacy students
and undergraduate students

Enjoying a steak sandwich at The Graduates.

both came out and helped make
this event a huge success. Over a
thousand students signed up for
the event, and the courtyard’s
student capacity was met for
several hours.
Sister Interest Nights, an

Photo by Jarrett Chang

opportunity for potential sisters
to come out and get to know the
brothers and sisters of Kappa
Psi, were a great success. Over
fifty potentials came out to play
KY (Continued on page 16)
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PFC (Continued from page 14)

pharmacy
students
an
opportunity to make ice cream
sundaes and learn about each
fraternity through display
boards, pictures/albums, and
chatting with fraternity
members.
As we continue on this
semester we hope to continue
fraternal bonding through PFC
Bowling after midterms!

KY Rep Chris
Sanine and
Recording
Secretary
Vince Banh
explain the
function of
PFC to a
freshman prepharm.

Photo by Amy Kurian

It’s Time to Fall into this Semester!
Su Kang

where we met new students
and informed them about our
fraternity. We had our first
pre-rush event on September
12. We cooled down with some
ice cream, played a couple

successfully thrown, we are
now edging our way into
LKS Corresponding Secretary
fundraising week. As always,
School has begun once
the sisters of Lambda Kappa
again, and the sisters of
Sigma will be throwing our
Lambda Kappa Sigma are
first fundraiser for the Fall
already
busy
semester
by
with events for
selling
candy
this upcoming
grams and Tsemester.
We
shirts. We are
began this year
preparing
for
by
welcoming
the mid and
eleven first year
late
October
sisters to the
e v e n t s
Thomas J. Long
including
our
School
of
second pre rush
Pharmacy and
event, Lambda
Health Sciences.
Kappa Sigma’s
After
this
annual dance,
celebration, the
and a visit from
sisters began to
the
Western
prepare for the
R e g i o n a l
series of this
Supervisor. We
semester’s
can not wait for
events.
The
the
events
Photo
by
Courtney
Fong
sisters
of
ahead.
The
Congratulations to our new first year sisters!!
Lambda Kappa
Fall semester
Sigma
began
should be filled
the year with various events hilarious rounds of telephone with jam-packed fun for the
alongside
the
o t h e r charades, and mingled as the sisters of LKS.
professional fraternities. These sisters got to know the new
included the PFC barbeque and returning Pacific students.
and the pre-pharmacy fair, With our first pre-rush
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KY (Continued from page 14)

games, eat ice cream, and
socialize with our Kappa Psi
family.
On, September 24-25, we
went on our annual brothers’
retreat. Everyone got into their
tightly packed cars and headed
for the woods to enjoy the great
outdoors. It was a great chance
to turn off our phones, leave our
busy schedules on hold, and just
enjoy the company of our
brothers. We played football,
went fishing, started a fire,
grilled food, made s’mores and
slept in tents. Brothers’ retreat
is just what we needed to relax
before midterms.

Meat hot off the grill.

Photo by Jarrett Chang

Phi Delta Chi: Having Fun,
Giving Back, Looking Forward
Megan Shimada

PDC Public Relations Chair

Out of the summer and into
the fall, the brothers of Phi
Delta Chi are keeping busy
with events lined up back-toback. Sunday September 11
was a day of bonding and
productivity for the brothers as
they headed to Pleasanton for
the annual house retreat. The
chapter took a day in the sun
to assess the past year, plan for
the new one ahead, and enjoy
one another’s company.
Taking advantage of the
fine weather, brothers fired up
PDC (Continued on page 17)

Photo by Steven Chung

Brothers Chintan Shaw and Daniel Salas work hard to build a roof for
Habitat for Humanity
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PDC (Continued from page 16)

the weekend grill and
held house barbeques
to unwind and relax.
Brothers
ate
together,
played
together, and even
watched
a
little
Saturday night UFC
together.
On
Saturday,
September 17, the
brothers of PDC were
invited to participate
in
a
volleyball
tournament hosted by
the
San
Joaquin
P h a r m a c i s t s
Association. Several
brothers created a
team and had a good
time playing on the
grass
Photo by Niki Saqueton
Brothers picked up Brothers take a group picture after the first Pizza Night pre-rush.
their hammers and
slathered
on
the
sunscreen for a day of house Brothers helped the resale rush season to come.
construction on the weekend of outlet organize its inventory
Having fun, giving back,
September 10 for Habitat for and got to learn a little about and looking forward. With the
Humanity. Under the direction what the store was about and new school year started off
of two expert foremen, how it was dedicated to right, the brothers of Phi Delta
volunteers worked from the helping the community and Chi continue to grow as
sunny morning to the blazing the environment.
individuals and develop as
hot afternoon nailing beams,
Looking forward to another leaders.
tightening
bolts
a n d amazing pre-rush and rush
hammering planks. It was season, Phi Delta Chi hosted
hard work, but by the time the its first pre-rush event, Pizza
brothers finished their last Night with the Bros on
shift, a roof had been Wednesday, September 14. It
constructed over the frame of was an exciting start to the pre
the house. Completing the roof -rush season getting to know
instilled a feeling of pride in all the potentials that came
many, knowing that it would out. The brothers also got the
offer refuge to those who would chance to meet the potentials
soon live under it. The of our neighboring PDC
brothers had another chance chapter, Gamma Iota, at their
on September 17 to work with annual Rush Dinner in
Habitat for Humanity at the Roseville. A night of fine
ReStore Outlet just down dining and good company fired
Fremont Street in Stockton. the brothers up for our own
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Rope Links Fall 2011

Photo by Vicky Chang

Marian Awad

The Brothers at our annual International Dinner Pre-Rush event

RPP Rope Links Reporter

September has already
flown by, and we are well into
our Fall semester of 2011!!
This year holds great
opportunities for all of us,
exciting new events, and many
great things to look forward to!
The Brothers of Rho Pi Phi
have reunited after the
summer holiday, welcoming
our newly advanced first year
brothers into their first taste of
Pharmacy school. We hit the
ground running getting
everything organized for this
exciting new year.
For our first pre-rush of the
semester, we dug deep into our
heritage, put on our kitchen
aprons, and thought GLOBAL.
Our annual International

Dinner was hosted in Raymond
Lodge on the 13 t h of
September. Our lovely PreRush Co-Chairs Jennifer Im
and Judy Lin did an excellent
job with decorations, music,
slide
shows,
and
communicating the true spirit
of our event. Rho Pi Phi is a
professional International
Fraternity and we strongly
believe in the inclusion of all
types of people, no matter what
race, gender, or ethnicity. This
colorful, exciting event really
brought to life the diversity of
our family and gave a delicious
taste to all the prospectives
what Rho Pi Phi is all about!
It was a huge success, and we
even had to roll out a few more

tables for all those who
attended!
Along with our efforts in
putting together pre-rush
events, we’ve also been
attending the rush events of
our fellow Upsilon Lambda
Chapter at the CNCP campus
to help this new chapter get
started!
The first rush event was a
BBQ day at Spoto Park, where
students had a chance to
mingle, get to know the
brothers, and enjoy great food
and the warm weather.
The second event was a
Billiards Night! Everyone put
their game face on and had a
great time playing pool and
RPP (Continued on page 19)
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enjoying the evening together.
The third Rush even for the
month of September was a
“Wrap N Roll” Cook Off where
each of the teams were given a
set of ingredients and 45
minutes to make the best
tasting meal that was
wrapped! It was a hard
decision, but the judges chose
the winning team and we then
feasted on spring rolls, sushi,
and burritos for the remainder
of the evening.
Aside from all these great
events we’ve been having, the
brothers have been working
hard at fundraising by selling
T. J. Long School of Pharmacy
sweaters and license plate
frames. Thank you for all your
support!
We were also involved in
many community events.
On Thursday, September 29,
we had our first Professional
Affairs (PA) event of the
semester, volunteering for the
Delta Blood Bank Drive at
Grace Covell Hall on main
campus.
We were there
between 9:30am and 4:00pm.
Also, in celebrating our
cultural diversity and what it
means to us, we had our
Multicultural Health Fair on
October 15, from 10am to 2pm.
This is a great opportunity for
our pharmacy students to
improve consultations and to
gain experience through
helping the community!
Another PA event that is
soon to follow is National Drug
Take Back Day. In the lounge
of PHS on October 29 we are
allowing Stocktonians to come
drop off their unused or
expired medication as well as
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receive OTC counseling by our
very own brothers. We will also
be volunteering in different
locations to provide counseling
services to visitors.
All these events and it’s only
October! And yet, this month
still has other plans in store.
For our second Pre-Rush of the
semester, we’re rolling out the
red carpet and getting ready
for THE OSCARS! This
Hollywood Movie themed game
night is not to be missed! The
Tiger Lounge in Grace Covell
hosted this much-anticipated
event on October 20 from
7:30pm – 10:00pm.
And all this hard work
deserves some relaxation,
right? Our Fiery Dragon,
Katrina Ordanza, is hard at
work at planning our annual
Yosemite trip! As we caravan
up the mountains we are sure
to spend a wonderful time
hiking trails, embracing the
autumn wind, and building
strong memories with our
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fellow brothers.
Our Third Pre Rush event
will be on November 7th from
9:30-11:30 pm, and we will be
playing Broomball!! Keep a
lookout for more information
as the date approaches.
Also in November…
Lets just say: “What
happens in Vegas… comes to
Sin City!” Come celebrate with
us at our annual dance party
on a date you will never forget
– 11/11/11!!! Keep a lookout for
more detailed information, as
the date gets closer.
So there you have it, a little
slice of what’s going on in the
world of Rho Pi Phi. We have
so much to look forward to and
even more to be thankful for.
Our Rho Pi Phi family is
joyfully powering through this
new year with enthusiasm,
spirit, and optimistic prospects.
Here’s to another year!

Photo by Marian Awad

A team working on spring rolls for the “Wrap and Roll” Cook Off at the
CNCP rush event.

